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Preamble 

A session dedicated to concepts :

- understood almost universally

- But almost not defined  by 

international legally binding 

documents 



Strategic Trade Control

Essentially dedicated:

- Nuclear: NPT, NSG, Zangger, Wassenaar 
Arangement

- Biological: BWC, Australia Group, Wassenaar 
Arangement

- Chemical CWC, Australia Group, Wassenaar 
Arangement

- Missile : MTCR, Wassenaar Arangement



Strategic Trade Control

But not only :

- Diamonds : Kimberley Process Certification Scheme 
(KPCS)

- Conflict minerals : Tin, Tantalum, Tungsten, Gold 

- Cultural goods : UNIDROIT,..

- Conventional weapons : ATT, Wassenaar 
Arrangement

- …



Free Zone: proteiform
reality

No common name
Export Processing Zone, Foreign Trade Zone, Export 
Manufacturing Enterprise Zone, Logistics Services 
Economic Zone, Special Economic Zone,..

Concerns several categories of activities:
- Movement of goods and services

- Re-packaging, labelling, assembling

- Logistics and storage

- Information technology: communication networks, 
cloud computing servers, data center, call center



No international definition excepted Revised 
Kyoto Convention (Annex D chapter 2 “free 
zone”) :

part of the territory of a Contracting Party 
where any goods introduced are generally 
regarded, insofar as import duties and taxes 
are concerned, as being outside the Customs 
territory. 

No direct reference/link to strategic trade control



Admission to a free zone of goods brought from abroad
should not be refused solely on the grounds that the goods
are liable to prohibitions or restrictions other than those
imposed on grounds of :
- public morality or order, public security, public hygiene or 
health, or for veterinary or phytosanitary considerations; 
or
…
Goods which constitute a hazard, which are likely to affect 
other goods or which require special installations should be
admitted only to free zones specially designed to receive
them

6. Recommended Practice

WTO wording : 
Article XXI of the 

GATT

Safety, security 
but not really 

WMD non 
proliferation 

related



Difficulty:

RKC provisions related to free zone  are not 
legally binding and States may accept one or 
more specific annexes as well as submit 
reservations to recommended practices  



Free Zones and Strategic Trade control : 
objectives  that don’t really match



Free Zone Acts/instruments focus essentially on :
- exemption from import duties and taxes
- exemption total or partial from business related laws

applicable to the rest of the country (e.g. social/labor
laws, corporate law and/or import-export restrictions) 

- an area outside the customs territory where goods 
and services may be landed, handled, manufactured 
or reconfigured, and re-exported without and/or 
minimum the intervention of the customs authorities 



Objectives of strategic trade control 
instruments focus essentially on :
- Fight against the proliferation of 

WMD
- Controlling international 

transactions that might lead to 
potential misuse of certain items 



Free Zone and strategic trade 
control instruments: lack of cross 

references     

- Not considered by the main WMD non 
proliferation treaties and international legally 
binding documents : NPT, CWC, BWC, UNSCR 
1540

- In the five International non proliferation regimes 
only  the Wassennar Arrangement dedicated  
dedicated some paragraphs in its Best Practises 
Guidelines



Best Practice Guidelines for Transit or 
Trans-shipment

(Wassenaar Arrangement 2015)    

Participating States should: 
Establish and apply a transparent legal and regulatory
system that allows, where appropriate, the authority to 
control items in transit or trans-shipment, …, stop, inspect
and seize a shipment, …to dispose of a seized shipment … . 
This authority should extend fully to activities taking place 
in special Customs areas located within a sovereign state’s
territory, such as free-trade zones, foreign trade zones and 
export processing zones. 



List of Advisory Questions for Industry
(Adopted by the Plenary in 2003 and 
amended in 2018) 

….
Is the stated end user a trading company, 
distributor or based in a free trade zone?
….



Regional strategic trade 
control and free zones     

Several regional organisation have established some 
form of Custom Union but ruling common principles 
of free zone and strategic trade control are almost 
not existent



EU Dual Use Regulation 
428/2009

- Items placed in free zone or free warehouse: 
considered as “transit” 

- Possibility for MS to prohibit on case by case if risks of 
WMD proliferation 

- Prohibition to use EUGEA to export  if “relevant items 
are exported to a customs free zone or free 
warehouse which is located in a destination covered 
by this authorisation”

- Possibility to export via individual and global licence 
Almost not use by Member States 



Forms of criminology identified and 
prosecuted in free zones   

- Smuggling
- Narcotic trafficking
- Fraud
- Counterfeiting and piracy
- Organized crime 
- Corruption and bribery
- Human trafficking
- Terrorism and terrorist finance

Not directly related to WMD proliferation



- Known cases are almost insignificant in terms of 
numbers 

- However comprehensive research have never 
been organized 

- Free zones is mostly used has transhipment point 
for proliferators to send the goods to the final 
destination using false declaration, change the 
destination, Relabelling the items, removing serial 
numbers,…

Free zones cases related to WMD 
proliferation 



Does it matters that strategic trade 
control and free zone instruments  are 
not related ?

Not really:
- States authorities will, in principle, not grant a transfer 

authorisations if the final destination is located in  a 
free zone

- Usually states have included in the  national trade 
control system, provisions related to items in transit

- States have inserted provisions ruling their free zones 
allowing the restriction or the  prohibition of certain 
items and activities 



Yes it does:
- Customs authorities have almost non 

information regarding activities and items in 
Free zones;

- Customs authorities don’t have the legal ability 
to detect, investigate and prosecute 
proliferation related activities occurring in free 
zones



Conclusion 

Conclusions published  a few years ago remains 
almost valid :
- A need of an international legally binding 

framework ruling free zones ( definition, specific 
rules related to strategic items, …)

- Empower Customs to act and control in free 
zone to counter WMD related proliferations 
activities 




